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Keep the Law of Gravity Away From 
Your Face, Neck and Chin!

 
By Pat Darcey

Jersey Shore Body Wrap’s Non-Invasive Face Taping Procedure helps to create a smoother, more toned and
youthful looking face – guaranteed!

To fully understand the benefits of face taping, let's first meet the owners of Jersey Shore Body Wraps: Joanie
Glander, and Kathy Gliozzo. Both women - Joanie from Manasquan and Kathy from Colts Neck - knew each
other from the trading floor of the New York Stock Exchange. They bonded because of a shared passion for
health, wellness and fitness, and, after many late night conversations over many months, decided to bring this
passion to the level of business. Less than two years ago, Joanie and Kathy purchased a Suddenly Slender - The
Body Wrap franchise, and, after completing an extensive training program at the firm's Florida headquarters,
Jersey Shore Body Wraps was born.

Any Reason, Any Season

“Face Taping is just one option offered by Jersey Shore Body Wraps” Joanie says.  “But it has actually become
so popular,” she adds, “especially with the 40-something woman who finds that the effects of gravity as well as
the impurities in the air, stress, and other factors cause unwelcome and unwanted changes to her face.”  The age
group, however, doesn’t stop with the over-40 crowd. Kathy adds that prom goers as well as brides, bridal
attendants, mothers of the bride and groom, and wedding guests make appointments for Face Taping before the
big event. “It’s really for every woman who wants to have a more toned, youthful, smoother-looking face.”

Taping Your Face, Chin and Neck

Before your face taping, which is akin to an hour of total relaxation, you’re dressed in a lovely, warm robe and
brought to a private room to recline in comfort on a massage table. “As a first step,” Joanie says, “we observe
your face carefully to look for any obvious areas needing help.”

Special attention is paid to the cheeks, brows, jaw and areas around the eyes where wrinkles or sagging occur. 
These areas are adjusted and taped. Once the taping is complete, the face is wrapped with a special mineral
solution.

Mineral-soaked pads are placed over the eyes (which help with dark circles). The eye pads also help the area by
reducing the signs of any bags or puffiness around the eyes. With the eyes still covered, you quietly relax for 20
minutes. The pads and bandages are replaced with new ones which remain in place for an additional 20 minutes
to allow fresh solution to work its magic.

Following this period, the pads, bandages and tape are removed. A final wrap of bandages, eye pads and
mineral solution are all applied at this time. After 10 minutes everything is removed and an all-natural,
moisturizing cream is applied.

Wrinkles and Imperfections Begone!

The visual improvements are startling and can be seen immediately. “As with The Body Wrap,” Joanie says, “it
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The visual improvements are startling and can be seen immediately. “As with The Body Wrap,” Joanie says, “it
is best to receive one or two tapings per week until you have achieved the desired results. Because the face is
such a mobile and active part of the body (we smile, frown, laugh and stretch our facial skin) it is
recommended that you come in periodically for maintenance.”

Jersey Shore Body Wraps: The Big Difference

Joanie emphasized that all the wraps they offer are “vastly different from other body wraps currently available
in the marketplace.” She added that Jersey Shore Body Wraps uses an all natural mineral solution, along with
exclusive certified wrapping techniques. 

She said their wraps are for the woman, regardless of age, who would like to improve her health and
appearance without costly/risky surgery.  The wraps offer a soothing and healthful atmosphere to help
counteract the destructive effects of an impure environment, as well as the stress and anxiety of everyday life. 
"We would like to see everyone take a more proactive role in their health,” Joanie said.

Best of all, notes Joanie, “Jersey Shore Body Wraps features individual pricing as well as combination
packages which makes more frequent visits very affordable.

A Side Note … Try the Ion Foot Cleanse, Too!

Remember the way your body feels when you stand near a waterfall or walk along a beach with the waves
breaking at your feet? You breathed deeper into your lungs and abdomen; your brain cleared and the pains in
your joints subsided. You felt relaxed and at peace with the world. Ask about the fabulous Ion foot Cleanse. 
You won’t believe the toxins this process removes from your feet!

Jersey Shore Body Wraps is located at 2024 New Bedford Road
Wall, NJ 07762.   They can be reached by phone at 732-359-6687 or email at
jerseyshorebodywraps@yahoo.com. Visit them on the web for more information at
www.jerseyshorebodywraps.com.
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